Tennis Tournament Results
ITA All-American Championship
Oct 2-10, 2021 at Tulsa, Okla. (Michael D. Case Tennis Center)

**Singles competition**

**Oct. 2, 2021**
pq2 Robert Cash (Ohio State) def. Dhruv Sunish (Southern Miss) 6-2, 6-1
pq2 Andrew Lutschauing (Ohio State) def. Yaron Guberman (St. John's) 7-6 (7-3), 6-4

**Oct. 3, 2021**
pq3 Robert Cash (Ohio State) def. Markus Bolin (Drake) 7-5, 6-2
pq3 Andrew Lutschauing (Ohio State) def. Goncalo Ferreira (Liberty) 6-3, 6-3
pq4 Matt Hulme (Omsaha) def. Robert Cash (Ohio State) 6-4, 5-7, 6-1
pq4 Simon Junk (Ole Miss) def. Andrew Lutschauing (Ohio State) 6-1, 7-6 (7-5)

**Oct. 4, 2021**
q1 #106 Henry Schulenburg (Harvard) def. #87 James Trotter (Ohio State) 2-6, 6-1, 6-2
q1 #99 JJ Tracy (Ohio State) def. Justin Schlageter (Oklahoma) 6-3, 6-2
q1 Justin Boulais (Ohio State) def. #55 Nicolas Rousset (Arkansas) 6-1, 6-1

**Oct. 5, 2021**
q2 #105 Francois Musitelli (Kentucky) def. Justin Boulais (Ohio State) 6-4, 6-2
q2 #99 JJ Tracy (Ohio State) def. Carlos Hassey (Arizona) 6-1, 6-4, 6-1
cq1 #87 James Trotter (Ohio State) def. Luke Casper (Texas A&M) 6-2, 6-3
q3 #99 JJ Tracy (Ohio State) def. Max Basing (Stanford) 7-6 (7-4), 6-0

**Oct. 6, 2021**
64 #99 JJ Tracy (Ohio State) def. Stefan Hampe (Tulsa) 6-1, 6-4
64 #77 Ryan Goetz (Virginia) def. #20 Matej Vocel (Ohio State) 6-3, 6-2, 6-3
64 #65 Cannon Kingsley (Ohio State) def. #98 Franco Capalbo (Utah) 6-2, 6-2

**Oct. 7, 2021**
32 #99 JJ Tracy (Ohio State) def. #21 Nikola Slavic (Ole Miss) 6-3, 6-3
32 #65 Cannon Kingsley (Ohio State) def. #37 Kody Pearson (Tulsa) 6-3, 7-6 (7-2), 6-1
c1 #20 Matej Vocel (Ohio State) def. #32 Jonas Eriksson Ziver (Arizona) 6-4, 6-2

**Oct. 8, 2021**
16 #99 JJ Tracy (Ohio State) def. Alexandre Reco (Arkansas) 7-6, 4-6, 6-4
16 Andre Ilagan (Hawaii) def. #65 Cannon Kingsley (Ohio State) 6-4, 6-2
c3 #20 Matej Vocel (Ohio State) def. #8 Luc Fomba (TCU) 7-6, 6-3
qf #86 Ben Shelton (Florida) def. #99 JJ Tracy (Ohio State) 7-6 (9-7), 7-5
cqf #20 Matej Vocel (Ohio State) def. Tadeas Paroulek (Baylor) 4-6, 6-2, 6-4

**Oct. 9, 2021**
csf #20 Matej Vocel (Ohio State) def. #106 Henry Schulenburg (Harvard) 7-6 (7-3), 6-1
Oct. 10, 2021
cf #20 Matej Vocel (Ohio State) def. #115 Chris Rodesch (Virginia) 6-4, 5-7, 7-5
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### Doubles competition

**Oct. 4, 2021**
q1 Carlos Hassey/Colton Smith (Arizona) def. Robert Cash/JJ Tracy (Ohio State) 6-1, 6-4
q1 Matej Vocel/Robert Cash (Ohio State) def. Tristan Boyer/ Timothy Sah (Stanford) 6-4, 6-3
q2 Matej Vocel/Robert Cash (Ohio State) def. Baptiste Anselmo/Mark Mandlik (Oklahoma) 6-2, 7-6 (7-1)

**Oct. 5, 2021**
q3 Matej Vocel/Robert Cash (Ohio State) def. Luc Fomba/Pedro Vives (TCU) 6-3, 6-3

**Oct. 6, 2021**
32 James Trotter/Justin Boulais (Ohio State) def. #38 Ryan Goetz/Chris Rodesch (Virginia) 6-3, 6-2
32 #40 Matej Vocel/Robert Cash (Ohio State) def. #13 Alex Martinez/Nathan Han (Oklahoma) 6-1, 6-1

**Oct. 7, 2021**
16 James Trotter/Justin Boulais (Ohio State) def. Richard Ciamarra/Cleeve Harper (Texas) 6-2, 2-6, 10-7
16 #40 Matej Vocel/Robert Cash (Ohio State) def. Michael Heller/Andrew Zhang (Duke) 6-4, 6-2

**Oct. 8, 2021**
qf James Trotter/Justin Boulais (Ohio State) def. #12 Joshua Charlton/Quinn Vandecastele (Oregon) 6-7, 6-4, 10-6
qf #40 Matej Vocel/Robert Cash (Ohio State) def. #27 Finn Bass/Sven Lah (Baylor) 6-4, 6-4

**Oct. 9, 2021**
sf James Trotter/Justin Boulais (Ohio State) def. #17 Stefan Dostanic/Bradley Frye (USC) 6-4, 6-3
sf #40 Robert Cash/Matej Vocel (Ohio State) def. #48 Emile Hudd/Shunsuke Mitsui (Tennessee) 6-2, 6-4

**Oct. 10, 2021**
f #40 Matej Vocel/Robert Cash (Ohio State) def. Justin Boulais/James Trotter (Ohio State) 6-3, 6-2

**Tournament notes:**